Your Task:

In teams of three, use the selected readings and conduct independent research to plan out a museum of history focusing on:

**Women in the Second World War**

**Specific Task Instructions:**

1. You must **nickname** each room in your museum and assign it a **rank** of importance (out of 11). One of these rooms must be the **Gift Shop!**
2. You must complete your readings and conduct some more research to ensure you have enough material to fill up your museum.

You must cover the following topics:

- The contributions of women on the Home Front in the Americas
- The contributions of women in military service in the Americas
- Special Display: War experience of Asian women
- The impact of the war on the roles and status of women in the Americas
- Special Display: War experience of European women

3. You must then create a group Powerpoint with:
   I. A **title page** with the name of your exhibit and a picture
   II. A **layout page** with your museum layout and legend
   III. A **slide for each display** in your museum (containing a title, write up, and appropriate image / source material)
   IV. A Gift Shop slide containing your ideas for some relevant merchandise

4. You must write a detailed summary (min 300 words) for three different displays. One of these must be your feature display (whichever room you rank #1).

5. For the rest of the displays, you must write a 50-100 word summary of what would be included in that display.

6. Lastly, you must come up with a short list of at least 6 cool/geeky/awesome products that your Gift Shop will sell! These must be related to your museum exhibit in some way (ie., no flasks of maple syrup... and certainly no magnets).